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by Robert Enright

here is something about Alison Rossiter's camera-less photographs that

induce a kind of associative poetics; because of what they are, thel set

our minds free to think about what they remind us of' The title of this

interview plays into that range of suggestive recognition' To encounter

oneofherexquisitephotographsisanencouragementtothinkaboutspace,time
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A paperweight embodies its own functionality' So do the images that Rossiter

discovers in her darkroom. I want to call them things' as a way of drawing atten-

tion to their obiectness more than to their status as images. I intend that re-naming

to be an amplification and not an apology for their visual quality' To be sure' her

photographs are almost impossibly beautiful' When she mentions in the following

interview that a friend said they make him swoon, I understand.

The title engages the dimension of time in a number of ways' The photographs

are doubly named; they carry the expiration date of the paper and the date when

thepaperissub|ectedtothevariousprocessesthatbringtheimageintobeing.There

is in this gap a double waiting; lust as the image has been waiting to arrive' we are

waitingtowitnessthatentrance.Thephotographs,then,areaboutimminence.
Theiralchemymakesthemaboutimmanenceaswell.Theyarepresentandthey
arealwaysbecoming.Inthissense,wewaitforthemyriadmeaningsoftheimage
to surface, to emerge from and be understood by our apprehending consciousness'

They are no less engaged with the weight of history; the papers have been around

alongtime(heroldestisdatedlanuaryT'79OO'theyearthatusheredinthemod-
ern world), and they occupy a special place in the history of photography' In this

regard, they partake of a piciorial tradition that is larger than the one framed by the

medium.Itiscommonforcriticswritingabouthervariousbodiesofworktorefer
to the pantheon of artists they are reminded of including Barnett Newman' Morris

Louis,JacksonPollock,RobertMotherwellandMarkRothko'Theseappositeand

Painterlyrecopitionssuggesthowresonantareherincrediblyintensephotographs.
Rossiter has an encyclopedic knowledge ofphotographic papen and processes' she

has been working in darkrooms for over 40 years, including her early experience as a

1 7-year-old summer student at the Banff School of Fine Arts , her volunteer work in the



Th Photographic Conservation Departrnent at the Metropoiitan Muse-
um and her current employment at The Better Image, a conseryation
lab in NewYork. She admits to an absolute love of the materials of
photography and has devoted herselfto the study ofthe processes

through which photographic images are produced. That study has
also become the knowledge base from which she makes her own
formally beautiful and exquisitely small images (many are only 2.5
x 3.5 inches; others 4 x 6, rarely are they larger than 8 x 10.) These

small works take up an improbable amount of imaginative space.

To say that Alison Rossiter's work is anachronistic is to state
the obvious. Her photographs are, in the root sense ofthe word,
against time. I think that partially accounts for the sense of elegy

they impart. They are the measure of a distant past, an intima-
tion of lost time. But in another way, by realizing her found and
made photographs in the present, by making them so resolute,
she not only resists time but breathes new life into it. Out of her
darkroom manipulations and accidents, incomparabie light floats
to the surface.

The follouing interwew was recorded on July 7, 2011.

to a iob, All he could come up *i:h'.r-e:e ;i:es iike B,ochester and
Philadelphia, and my parents didn't n-ant:o send me to one of
those. Then they found the Banff School of Fine Arts and it was
perfect. It looked like a summer camp.

Were you precocious?

Perhaps. My senses were totally alive then. Had I been sent to an
art school that summer and learned to paint, I might have fallen in
love with that. But the photo trail was so appealing that there was

no question about it. Based on Banff and mytime in the darkroom,
I applied to the Rochester Institute ofTechnolory and got in. I knew
in my senior year that I was going to photo school.

It's interesting that you talk about the optics and the technical
side. You got seduced into that aspectofphotography as much as

the notion ofwhat content could be.

I was thrown into the technical side pretty quickly, and the only
examples of content that were held up to me were things like
National Geographic. After that first summer, someone mentioned

ALISoN RossrrER: I was a 17-year-old summer school student in
1970 when the Banff School of Fine Arts was a six-week long sum-
mer program. You attended with ballet students, ice skaters and
opera singers. I was in between my iunior and senior year of a girl's

boarding school in Massachusetts.

BoRDER cRossrNGS: Did you already have an interest in photog-
raphy?

Yes. One of the seniors had left her 3 5 mm camera in the study
hall, and it was unusual of me to pick up something that belonged

to someone else, but I did. I looked through it and focused on
something a few inches away and then threw it all out of focus and
went off to infinity. It was the optics that captivated me.

So was this a Saul on the road to Damascus moment?
It really was. I asked my parents to help me find a summer school.

The normal plan in boarding school was to learn to speak French

by living with a French family, but my father liked the idea of
photography because it had a practical application that could lead

the name Ansel Adams and I thought, "Okay, landscape." Any
subject matter interested me, but the content came a lot later.

\Mhen you were at Rochester, were you developing as a conven-
tional photographer, using the camera to find subjects thatinter-
ested you?

Yes. I was following the professional photography curriculum,
and that meant learning how to use a large-format view camera

as well as studying the materials and processes of photography
with the chemists who wrote the books. I have to say it went right
over my head as an 18-year-old because all I wanted to do was go

out and take pictures. But I also had to pass these courses and,

oddly enough, I draw on them today and I still have all the books.

Apparenfly 150 different chemical processes have been used in
developing since photography was invented. I have a sense that
you mayknow aboutthem all.
I know a good number, I volunteered at the Metropolitan Muse-

um in the Conservation Department under the auspices of Nora



Kennedy, the brilliant conservator, and I learned that conservators

knew a lot more about materials than photographers did' I was

fascinated and decided to become familiar with them' I recently

started mixing my own developers from scratch, which sounds

wonderful, but it is like making a cake' You need something in

the darkroom, so you make something that solves that problem'

In a digital age that's not a usual way to approach photography'

It seems like you have always been something of an outsider'

Well, I have tried many subiects with cameras and messed around

in the darkroom. But there has never been one subiect I was

interested in following for the rest of my life' I would say Cindy

Sherman discovered that dressin g up and photo graphing herself

brought identity into focus, which is a thing critics wanted to

write about. And to this day she is still dressing up and photo-

graphing herself quite successfully. I never found anything that

fascinating, so I have lumped from sublectto subiect, experiment

to experiment. But if you lined them all up, there is continuity:

basically a fascination with putting one thing into a particular

T+l
something that looks Iike a Gustave Le Gray photograph from I

the 1850s, and it's simply the fact that we're both dealing nith

the concept of landscape. When I can make an association in

thedarkroom,whetherit'samouldypieceofpaperthatlooks
Iike a lackson Pollock painting or a Morris Louis pour' those

associations are iust gifts. I don't plan on them' but I respond

when they come uP.

Nepara CarbonVeloxfromlgo8 (processed in 20O9) looks like

Ellsworth Kelly, and at other times Rothko comes to mind and

Sugimotointhelandscapes.Arethesedarkroomdiscoveriesor
can they be manipulated and shaped? I am interested in how

muchroomyouhave to makethe image as opposedto discover-

ing it in the PaPer'
I decided at the very beginning that I wasn't going to use devel-

oper and a paintbrush. I'm not a painter; I'm a photographer

who has learned how to work in a darkroom. I use my simple

tray of developer, either rocking it or dipping a piece of paper

into it, or pouring the developer onto a piece ofpaper' These are

context that would suggest a certain meaning. So in the '80s,

when I photographed a feather duster as this glamorous obiect,

it pointed straight to feminism. To this day, when I am working

with the expired papers, it is still one aspect of the paper that

interests me. Simplicity has been a guide.

So there are ways in which the processes of photography have

been more important to you than the subiects of photography?

It's turning out that I absolutely adore the materials and study-

ing a different history of photography than the one that's been

written. I like finding out who was experimenting long before

photography was actually called that. So I've always been in love

with photography, but I never had anything particular to say

with it until I found these PaPers.

So is photography the subject of your photography? There is

a meta-quality in what you are doing?

I rvould agree. Right now the expired papers make reference

to other ar:. ariists and photographers. At times I'll make

all very simple and familiar actions. So my limitations are how

many ways can I find to do that.

KodakPantonicX 7969 (processed in 2O07) shows a square

within a square and looks like a moody Josef Albers. Can you

help the paper find what it wants to be? I'm talking like Rodin

here, as if there's something hidden in the paper and your job

is to release it in some alchemical way.

That's true. I open a package of paper to see what it can do. Some-

times the first piece I process through the regular chemistry will

bring a found photogram that looks like a Moholy-Nagy. It can be

something as simple as the instruction sheet blocking a particular

area on the page. I've since found that paper can produce atmo-

spheric reactions ofhydrogen peroxide and the hydrogen will bleach

the paper, and that's what makes this square on the print' Those are

found things. But if I find that a package ofpaper has totally failed,

and the emulsion can no longer behave the way it was traditionally

meant to, then I save that paper because I can manipulate it. Wher-

ever the developer touches, it's going to go black, so I have to look at



the surface of the paper and see what it would allow.

You know the way that watercolour paper allows a

pigmentlto blur if it's wet. I found paper responds

that way, too, if I pre-wet it and then dip part of it
into the developer. The developer wicks up the image,

creating this lovely blur. It allows me to make things

that look Iike lakes in the prairies.

Your work does have clear associations to land-

scape, especially when you get that diffusion. It
looks as if there are trees stretched across a lake

terrain.
That rvas the discovery of pre-wetting the paper. If I

try it on another paper with a slightiy different sur-

face, it won't behave precisely the same way and the

illusion isn't as successful. I find that Darko, made

by Sears Roebuck & Company in 1928, really looked

like a lake landscape. If I find one that is less sug-

gestive, I won't use that technique. I'm still finding

rrry way through. My palette and my bag of tricks

are pretty limited. I have hundreds of packages of

paper to open and develop. I would say I have over

a thousand packages, and that has been from eBay

collecting. What wouid I do without eBay? When

I first started collecting this stuff four or five years

ago I could buy something every day, and now, even

though I shop all over the world, I have to wait

n-eeks for something to come up. Photographers

,,r'ant older papers for all sorts of reasons' Some are

r4"ing to figure out a way to successfully print their

rvork on these old papers, which brings into question

authenticity and the forgery idea. That was behind

the whole kwis Hine and Man Ray scandal. But the

materials are becoming more scarce, and I think I've

already collected mY best stuff'

Do you have enough paper to work through your

career?

I have more paper than I will ever be able to go

through, but I also think what I am doing will evolve

into something else. I've also been collecting old film

with the idea of working on its foibles. You were

mentioning th ePanatonicX one; that is a photofiram

of a piece of sheet film, which is a square within a

square, and that is an entirely different idea' That is

actua\ printed on contemporary paper I can stiil

buy, but the obiect I am laying down is a very old

sheet of film. That idea was actually what started me

in the whole eBay thing in the first place' I wanted

old film, and I didn't think I could find it anymore,

so I went to eBay and started paying attention to

the fact that all sheet film has a notch code in the

upper right-hand corner. You run your finger over

it to know what kind of film you're loading in the

darkness in your film holder.

It's like braille?

It is a braille that very few people understand' You

could tell the difference between black-and-white

film and colour film, a fine-grain film and a fast

film. It was all there' So I wanted to make a series in

homage to that Braille system. When I first started
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doing them they were just white images on black

ground, but I eventually got to the point where I

was printing a grey box on a grey ground. And that

can only come through darkroom manipulation of
light and chemistry. Even though they don't involve

a camera, these are all photographs to me because

they involve a light-sensitive reaction, which is the

basis ofphotography.

Did you spend a lot of time looking atthe work of
other photographers at the Met as well?

I saw amazing photographs. I've studied the history

of photography, but they were handling them in
the lab and I was a fly on the wall for two and a half

years. Nora Kennedy's partner is a man named Peter

Mustardo, and they have a private conservation

photo lab called The Better Image. I started working

there six years ago. I'm a three-day a-week person,

but because I have over 40 years of experience in

handling silver gelatin materials, starting in the

darkroom at Banff, I rank as a qualified assistant.

I'm not a conservator; I'm a conservation assistant.

I don't have the degree but I have the curiosity.

Did you already lorow about those individuals who

used camera-less photography when you moved in

thatdirection?
Yes, I've been a fan of many people who work with-

out cameras. Marco Bteuer has been using materials

in a very physical way; he scratches and scrapes and

sands and manipulates emulsions in the darkroom.

2

He would put a pile ofcheesecloth on top ofan unex-

posed piece ofpaper, light a fire, and the cheesecloth

would burn instantly. That would not 6nly expose

the paper but also scorch it and leave cinders. ryVhen

I started with the expired papers I never thought that

we were doing the same thing.

Was it curiosity that led you to expose that7946
paper?

Yes and, again, that was by chance. I was buying old

film, and I bought the contents of a studio from

North Dakota, 8 x 10 film, 5 x 7-all sorts of things-
and it included a box of paper that said 7946. The

box of 500 sheets was divided into two packets; one

had been opened and one had not. So I wentto the

unopened one and pulled out one sheet from the

centre ofthis 250 pile and sent it through the black-

and-white developer. If it were still viable it would

come up as a clean white sheet of paper, and if the

emulsion had failed, it would be totally black. Whar

came up was an image that looked as though some-

one had rubbed graphite over a rough piece ofpaper.

like a rubbing on a gravestone. I was astonished and

dancing in the darkroom because I knew there u'as

something to pursue in expired papers.

I was wondering about degtees of viability, but in
some ways everything is viable.

Thaf s why I will buy the same paper day after da1- o::

eBay. I keep buyrng because there is something c;-
ferent in all of it. Apart from the found photogra:xs
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there are the found fingerprints. Quite often the

previous photographer would have handled the

sheet ofpaper and put it back in, or cut up irregu-

larly shaped test sffips, When I come across those,

I'm pretty sure I'm going to find a fingerprint' The

oil in someone's hand is enough to disturb the pho-

tographic emulsion. It'll change the silver salt, so

when it goes through the developer a fingerprint

will become a black image or, in some cases, a white

image. So I have a box of fingerprints, a communlon

with the last person to hold the film' There can be a

5O-year hiatus from that person opening the pack-

age and my opening it, and that time gap is one I

don't really have words to describe'

It's poignant and at the same time it seems to play

into a notion of elegy. Your work is inescapably

involved with death?

Death was one of the first metaphors I had in

mind when I started putting an object on a piece of

paper to make photogram. It was using clamshells

collected from the beach' Each cra:::sheli had a hole

in it from a predatory sea lYorrn. When I put that

on top of a piece of paper and flipped on the lights,

the light shone through the hole and, suddenly' the

image had the dimension of the shell' I was look-

ing for a death metaphor. This is photography as I

Iearned it, but it is long gone' Still, I'm fascinated by

digital developments. Think of what photoiournal-

ists are now capable of doing-they are my favourite

photographers without fail' Photographs from war

zones still stop me in my tracks' But a digital print is

made on a printerwith little iets of pigment' andthat

is not a light-sensitive process' An image created by a

camera is reproduced, but they are no longer photo-

graphs as I know them. They're paper prints and are

subiect to all sorts of problems. They are extreme-"

delicate and sensitive to light and moisture'

A number of critics who have wtitten about your

work use the word magical' It occurs to me that a

more accurate description of whatyou're involved

in is alchemy.

I know, peanut butter into gold. Again, the mate-

rials are unbelievabiy beautiful on their own, and

allowing me to let the fully formed ones out of the

bag is aiready one category. Then, as I explained,

there is the body of work that allows me to put my

handwork in it.

What does it feel like to be holding time like that?

It's time traveiling. I can hold a Fuii paper that I

know was made between the wars and I'm trans-

ported to pre-World War II Japan. All the paper stock

before WW I was imported from three different

European paper producers, but because of the war,

cargo could no longer easily pass across the Atlan-

tic. So Kodak had to start making its own papers'

It took yeard to finesse papermaking, and so I have

papers made by Kodak with blistering emulsions and

stains produced from iron content' But I'm happy to

find something that corresponds to the production

problems theywere trying to solve' Actually, my old-

est package ofpaper is called Dekko, a Kodak paper

with an expiration date of January 1, 1900, which

means it was probably made three years before that'

It's my only 19rh-century package' I try not to make

rules for myself with this work because it's a lovely

arena without rules, but I did make one: I never fin-

ish a package of paper any more. I save something for

conservators. I have to leave something for history'

Whenever I see your works I am struck by how

beautiful they are. Why is that? Yes, the material

is appealing in its own right, but that can'tbe the

whole of it.
A lot of them are very small because people were

printing them in their living rooms or in a closet'



Early papers were very, very slow. They were called
gaslight papers because you could expose them
indoors with a gaslight, and that would only take
a few seconds. The cameras were large and had
very large film stock for the most part, so it rvas

not unusual for a family to own a Kodak camera

that had film stock that was three inches rvide br.

five inches long. That would be one negative. It
would be on a roli, so people cut up the indir,iduaj
negatives, printed them and put them in little glass

frames. So the size is beautiful and was baseC on
the finest stationary. Also, the photographs rvere

thin and the silver content was different. Before

1955 papers didn't have optical brighteners a::;
phosphorescent material in them. A lot of the pi:-
tographs have oxidized, and they have this bea:::::-
silver mirroring around the edge. And the s i:-.: :.;
of the paper were different. There ire:. .-- ::::.
choices. When people were first prci ':::-: :: --:--

papers, you had colours and tem::s = : :-:::::--
contrast grades with the pa-o:: s:--.:-. I-,-:: i- -

))
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far better selection than we have now. I'm quite

envious ofthe 1930s.

You have mentioned size a couple of times. It
reminds me that one of the artists I think of in
connection with your work is Richard Serra. It
has to do with deirsity and blackness. Even though
your photographs are intimate, they carry a ter-
rific sense of power.

The infinity in that maximum density black gets

me every time. That's another thing I do: no mat-

ter what my package of paper, I make one that is its

blackest black, and by the same token, I take a piece

of the same paper and put it straight into the fixer,

bypassing the developer, so that it removes the silver

but leaves me with the beauty of the highlights. The

two of them together are the most and the least a

paper can do, and I find it to be a fabulous combi-

nation. I do that for every paper. Someday I will fill
a museum with them.

Robert Motherwell said thatif artwere a chamber

orchestra then black is the cello. I think of that
commentwhen I look atyour work.
I'm thrilled with your references.to Robert

Motherwell and Richard Serra. Right now at the

Met there is an exhibition of Serra's drawings and

they are very beautiful. I've been to the show twice

and some of them have a shock value that doesn't

hold as strongly the second time, but his sketch-

books, oh my god, his sketchbooks. He worked

his black oil stick on these huge pieces of crdme-

coloured paper and the oil stick wicks up into the

clear paper and makes this blurred line. I looked at

it and I went, "That's my line, I can do that line." So

I have my Serra moments in the darkroom.

One of the other things that interests me is how

personal is the work. You're described as an

abstract photogtapher, and I wonder if that is
more a convenient way to describe what you do

than an accurate one? I don't get the sense that
you're distanced from what you're doing. The

work is so visceral and so present.

YII tT,J
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No one knows what to say about work that is done without a cam-

era, and so abstract is the first word that comes up. I don't really

know what I am. If you need your portrait shot, I would shoot a

beautiful one for you. So I am a photographer, but I don't think of
myself as that kind of person anymore.

When was the last time you acfually picked up a camera and made

an image thatway?

Well, it was a while ago but it was pretty cool. I save my camera

moments for really great subjects, and I discovered that cuttings

from Sir Isaac Newton's apple tree were taken and exist all over the

world. Identical genetlc trees exist, and there is one at the National

Institute of Standards in Washington, oc. So I got on the phone

and called someone, and they said send us your name and we'il see

ifwe can clear you. I didn't hear back for ayear, and then I got an

e-mail saying if you come right now the tree has apples all over it.

So I hopped in my car and drove to Washington, oc, and photo-

graphed the tree. I haven't done anything with them yet but they are

great pictures. And I did the same thing with Nic6phone Nidpce's

house. I wanted to look out the same window in La Gras that he

looked out when he made his first camera image in 1826,long
before Daguerre. It's not the same window, the outbuildings don't

exist, and the tree is gone, but I went outside and photographed the

existing window. These are the kind of pictures that I wait to find.

You have the knowledge ofa scientist, but you have the sensibil-

ity of a romantic. Photographing Isaac Newton's apple fuee and

the view from Ni6pce's house involves a substantial amount of
romance.

I agree. I don't need to be taking photographs every day. It's nice

to be able to read about something, think about it and say, "that

should be a photograph."

You say you don't know how to describe yourself, but one ofthe
things that occurs to me is thatyou have a fairly rigorous concep-

tuaI frame for what you do. Did you always have that or was that
intensified when you went to the Nova Scotia College of Art and

Design in Halifax?

It definitely intensified when I went to NSCAD as an instructor. I

was hired by Gerry Ferguson in 1982 to teach photography in the

design program. I was naive and had no idea what I was getting

into. NSCAD was trial by fire, The first summer I was there teach-

ing a little squeaky colour class, Benjamin Buchloch was running

the press, and he put me on a panel with Sherrie Levine, Douglas

Crimp and Benjamin himself. The subiect was appropriation. I

figured Douglas Crimp was a nice guy and I took him to lunch

and said, "Please, I have iro business doing this; I don't know what
you're talking about," and he was so kind and said, "No problem,

you're off." So he cleared it with Benjamin, who thought I was a

coward. But I was learning pretty quickly.

Was there a way that you could measure what it was doing to your

own photographic practice?

Yes, it was my first brush with militant art-student feminism. I

hadn't seen that before, and so I came up with "The Bridal Satin"

series, rvhere I laid out toilet brushes, feather dusters, piles of
sponges-al^ :lese domestic cleaning products-on white satin.

They're like a seductive calendar pin-up of the most mundane
objects. I made them as beautiful as I could because I knew how to

do studio lighting. It was funny feminism with a twist.

It sounds like a variation on Martha Rosler's Semiotics of the

Kitchen performance from 19 7 5.

Yes. She was a very popular visitor and was certainly a hero at

NscAD. I never met her there, but I think they were printing one

of her books at the time. I stayed in Halifax from 1982 to 1986

teaching in the summer school for all that time.

What was it about Louise Lawlor's photograms of vinyl record

albums that hooked your interest?

Well, they opened a door. She was doing a Visiting Artist's presen-

tation at NscAD-she would come up in the summers both before

and when she was married to Beniamin-and there were the vinyl

records, and every time she read a title it suggested the music. I

thought, "My god, you can walk into a room without hearing a

sound and all ofa sudden the record is playing." I loved that, and

years later I did my series of book photograms using titles. I have to

say that it was only after I started them that I realized how directly

they had come from Louise. When I first showed them in NewYork

I acknowledged that she was absolutely the inspiration. But it was

the fact that you can plant the thought and the thought lives. It
was something so dirt simple.

Let's talk about the way that thoughts live. Your book project

seems very personal. Why did you pick Plato or Melville or Black

Beauty? Whatdetermined which books would become the suUject

of those images?

I first tested my spiral bound notebook to see if a photogram of
a book would be interesting-and it was. At the same time I was

doing photograms using a very particular sand from Cape Cod that

looked like the night sky when sprinkled on a piece of paper. So I

thought I should find some really weird science books for the book

photograms. I went to the Strand, where you can find absolutely

everything, and came across thelig fat reprint of Newton's Prin-

cipia and bought it for fiftybucks, I mean this was a commitment.

I gather this was before you photographed his apple fuee?

Long before. This was in7997.1 also found the translated writings

of Copernicus and Euclid's Geometry. Euclid suggested a right angle

shape, so i fanned Principia out as much as I possibly could so that

it would cover the page. It started out with science books. Then

there is a great used bookstore in New Jersey where I live, and it
is run by an association of university women who collect peopie's

cast-offs and sell them for a dollar. I would go and collect bags of
books based on the titles. I wanted things that were classics, and it
didn't matter if I had read them or not. Black B eauty was included

because it was the first book I had ever read. So it was both high

and low literature. The books were anything from the science of
swimming to Plato's Dialogues. The silliness of their combination

was part of it: there always had to be something quirky or odd, like

a primer on air traffic control.

There is a piece calledKodak Azo G-Hard-X, bpires April 7, 7913

(processed in 2008) that has these beautiful little Gottlieb-like



tfi marks, and the way they float in space makes

them look like drawing.

It looks a bit like a Rothko. Every paper does some-

thing different, and that was a very early one. As I

was developing the papers in that package, the imag-

es were going to black really quickly, and I would

yank them out ofthe developer and put them in the

stop bath. Sometimes those Rothko squares came

about because the developer was going really quickly

and hadn't reached the rest of the page yet. I aiso

tried dry mounting one of them and it killed it. I have

always liked the sheet ofpaper as an obiect itself, and

when I have them framed, they are hinged so that

the sheet ofpaper itself is not over-all adhered to the

board. You see the curl of it; you see the texture of

the sheet. lt is an oblect, and flattening it makes it
just an image. It was that dramatic.

What made you decide to do Light Horses? It is
clearly your most representational work'

ln 1982 when I first moved to Halifax I saw an Eric

Fischl light drawing of a dog. It was a byproduct of

some sort of performance he had done at Nsceo

before my time on faculty. I was invited to a dinner

party atTom Lackey's house and he had the drawing'

It was made on a roll of photographic mural paper'

The gesture and stance of the dog, a boxer breed,

was all there, and the confidence of Eric's rapidly

drawn line was astonishing. I definitely had that dog

in my mind 30 years later when I picked up a pen-

light in my darkroom. I put a clean sheet of paper on

the counter and thought, "Okay, I'm going to draw

something. I love horses. I have an old horse. Why

don't I iust draw a horse?" I waved this flashlight

over the paper, starting at one point on the paper

and doing a continuous line until I reioined what I

thought was the head. Then I put it in the developer

and, low and behold, it looked like an antelope that

had been drawn on the side of a cave. I call them

blind drawings because when you wave a light over

the paper you don't see the image. It has to be devel-

oped to be seen. Quite often the animal I was draw-

ing would end up headless, so I took my flashlight

and fogged in a head as the image was coming up' I

realized that the tonality blends like velvet' The lines

I was drawing with the flashlight before it hit the

developer were very distinct and black, like Magic

Marker. \ y'hen'l was fogging to create some aspect

of the animal's anatomy, it was soft and smooth

and expanded like a watercolour. So I thought from

now on I'm doing developer drawings. I thought

that horses would sustain my interest, but I also

realized that I couldn't be the 12-year-old girl draw-

ing a horse. So I had to use models, and I decided to

use horses from art history. You name an artist who

drew a horse and I went through their material' I did

the Marcus Aurelius horse in Rome and I did Stubbs'

I would go to the Met to sketch the Degas sculptures

of horses. They were beautiful, and his sense of what

a thoroughbred would Iook Iike by pinching clay was

amazlng.

But not his sense of how a horse moved. He's not

Muybridge when it comes to movement.

No. The galloping was all wrong. Of course, I used

Muybridge manytimes. And Rosa Bonheur, who has

a huge painting of a horse fair in the Met's collec-

tion. I went as a visiting artist to the American Acad-

emy in Rome, where you can rent a room if you're

not a Fellow. They gave me a room for six weeks in

their amazingvilla, and I went around Rome looking

at horses in any museum or statue or painting and

from any period in art history. I didn't photograph

them; I sketched them and then came home to the

darkroom and used my sketches. I was translating

them by drawing with light. Serge Vaisman atArt 45

in Monffeal first showed them in 1990. He was the

first gallerist to support my work and he introduced

me to Stephen Bulger and Yves Trepanier with no

strings attached. \y'y'hen I started processing the first

few expired papers, I sent him a box to see if I was

on the mark or way off track. He encouraged me to

f.

ot

dig into the idea and first took my expired papers to

the Toronto Art Fair. I would be nowhere without

his support,

The "Lament" series brings me back to a sense of

loss and nostalgia. This idea of elegy is very compli-

cated in that the loss carries a sense of sweetress'

Does that come out of the process and the materi-

als you use, or is that something you are actively

trying to generate?

I can't say I actively do that' It iust comes up. Elegy is a

great word. Lament was the first thing I could come up

with in my own vocabulary for this loss of materials,
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for the loss of photography. Stephen Bulger immedi-
ately called it the death of photography.

But you're breathing life into the death of photog-

raphy. Suddenly there is air in its lungs again. Is

there a larger projectthat you're involved with in
tuying to resuscitate photogtaphy?

I do want the beauty ofthese prints to seduce people

who know nothing about photography. That sounds

manufactured because I'm not trying to do any of
that consciously. I love the fact that these are small

works in a time when artists feel they have to make

works in gigantic proportions to be taken seriously.

I love the fact that these little things draw.vou in. A
friend of mine said they make him swoon.

Itseems to be working. Does ttre process seem end-

lesslypossible to you?

I can't imagine myself not being able to Cc this, ar:d

if tomorrow my collection \4'ent up in srnoke and

there were no more gelatin sik er papers lett, I rvould

start platinum printing. l'm going back to the very

best materials. My proiect rlouli ihen be. "Oka1',

now I am making these beautiful platinum emul-

sions, what am I going to do nith them? I am not
going to be rt'ithout m1'chemicals." I


